
Nature Poetry

Grade 10 English (Watson)



The Assignment

https://spark.adobe.com/page/LZFHKeDtK1RTS/

https://spark.adobe.com/page/LZFHKeDtK1RTS/


Part 2 - Ballads

Grade 10 English (Watson)



Ballads
• A ballad is a form of verse, often a narrative set to music. 

• Ballads were particularly characteristic of the popular poetry and 
song of Britain and Ireland from the later medieval period until the 
19th century.

• A ballad narrates a story in short stanzas. Traditional ballads are 
typically of unknown authorship, having been passed on orally 
from one generation to the next.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6Z1zPytZgI


Ballads
• So we have understood the motivation for a poet to write an ode, but what 

value does poetry have in general. Have a look at the link below which 
explains fresh ways for poetry to have meaning.

https://www.poetrypharmacy.co.uk/


Ballads
• Let’s start with a more well-known ballad which is also an iconic Irish 

Folksong.

• Have a look at this context behind the words…

https://theculturetrip.com/europe/ireland/articles/a-brief-history-of-the-mysterious-molly-malone/


Ballads
• There are many parallels between Molly Malone and Kya Clark. It is worth 

exploring these similarities when we discuss the poems.



Ballads





Ballads

• One of my favorite poets (whom you all know) is Lewis Carroll. If the name 
doesn’t ring a bell, his works will – Alice in Wonderland.

• Have a look at two of Carroll’s most iconic poems – the Jabberwocky and The 
Walrus and the Carpenter.

• I am not going to tell you what these poems are about – I would like you to do 
some research about that yourself…we will discuss them in our next lesson.
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How to Analyse Poetry

• You will have encountered the SMILE method in Grade 8 and 
Grade 9. Here is a refresher:

STRUCTURE        MEANING IMAGERY    LANGUAGE EFFECT





Ballads

• Now that you have heard the poems (and I hope appreciated 
them), have a look at the GoogleDoc link on GoogleClassroom
which provides a space for you to begin your annotations…


